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Crawl ing
[Scapula slides over ribs.] 

On back.  Check the way you’re lying from feet to head.  Feel the difference on the R side and on the L 
side from hip joint to foot.  Draw a line from hip joint to knees and toes.  Are they in one line or is one 
part going to the outside or the inside?  Is the direction on the L or R side different?  Remember this.  We 
will retest at the end of the lesson. 

How is the pelvis on the R and L side?  Which parts do you feel along the spine?  Feel your shoulders, 
hand.  How far is your R hand from your body?  Your L?  Feel the position of your head.  Breathing 
where, in lower part of chest, near clavicle, shoulders, abdomen?  Where does the breathing stop? 

1. O.P.  Lie on stomach, most comfortable cheek on floor, both hands on floor beside head.  Bend 
same-side knee toward your same-side elbow, keeping leg on floor, side of foot on floor.  Do 
this S.T.  Pay attention to the way the pelvis has to move.  How far can you slide your knee up 
to a point that is easy?  Can you feel that not only the pelvis is moving but the entire spine?  
Rest on belly. 

2. Put same-side hand nose is pointing to so that elbow is in push-up position.  Your arm forms a 
little window.  Move head toward window as if to look at knee.  You will see you have to push a 
little and something happens in the shoulder.  Also in the pelvis.  Do not move knee.  Shoulder 
lifts up.  Do small movements.  The shoulder blade moves toward the spine.  Rest on belly. 

3. O.P.  Arm in push-up again. Try pressing just a little to see how shoulder and shoulder blades 
can move.  Find where to lean on palm.  Shoulder blade moves toward spine.  Slide cheek 
toward window.  Repeat S.T.  Rest on belly. 

4. Now move same-side knee toward elbow.  is it easier to move your leg?  Now move both head 
and knee together a little. S.T.  What part of the body helps?  Head moves as much as knee.  Can 
movement initiate somewhere between shoulder and hip.   

REST    on back.  Feel the difference between the R & L side.  Then, slowly roll the head L, then R.    
Feel if there’s any differences.  Which side is easier? 

TRANSFER 

5. Lie on stomach.  Put other ear on floor, hands in O.P.  Move other knee up and down.  Do not 
press knee into floor.  Change something somewhere so you do not have to press.  You have to 
learn to move something in the spine and stomach so that one hip lifts, the knee only continues 
that movement. 

6. Lift same-side elbow creating a window.  Look through the window.  Do less.  Which parts are 
moving?  Which parts have to bend?  Do you slide shoulder blade back toward spine?  Now 
move head and knee together. 
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REST   on back 

7. On stomach, comfortable cheek on floor.  Hands near head in O.P.  Elbow creates window.  
Imagine each move first.  Then do it. 

 a. Moving forehead and knee toward each other. 
 b. Then moving nose to knee.  Do very small movements. 
 c. Chin to knee.  Just a little. 

 Notice the difference in making this movement from the three different points. 

REST 

TRANSFER [SAY:  This is the same movement that brings a child to standing.  There are no muscles 
that do not work.  You have to coordinate everything.  If one part is missing, you can’t do 
it.] 

8. On stomach.  O.P. on comfortable cheek.  Now bring up knee on the other side.  Do this gently.  
Follow the direction of the spine.  You are creating a scoliosis. 

REST  on belly 

9. Reverse #8 

REST   on back.  Check width of shoulders.  Feel shoulder blades, throat, neck, pelvis, legs.  

P.L. 

10. On stomach.  O.P. 
 a. Very slowly, slide left knee up to left side and down (so pelvis is lifted a little). 
 b. Slide right knee to right side and back.  Side of feet keep contact with floor. 
 c. Alternate sliding knees up and down. 
 d. Slide right knee up and leave it there AND slide left knee up and leave it.  Pelvis is up off 

 floor.  Slide back, rest, and repeat a few times. 

REST  on back 

11. O.P.   On stomach, left elbow up.  Move head through window and left knee toward head.  
Which parts participate that didn’t before?  Do same on other side. 

REST  on belly 

12. Lean on both hands, elbows in push-up  Try once to right, then left, quicker and smaller, knees 
following. 

13. a. Move pelvis R & L as fast as you can without moving the head. 
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 b. Change the head to other side and do movement. 

14. Elbows up.  Small and quick movements, head and pelvis together. 

REST on back 

15. ON BACK.  Lift bent knees towards chest, arms open as if they were embracing a large barrel.  
Shoulder & hip joints move together.  Do not roll all the way over. 

 Do the same on other side.  Gently roll from side to side in this manner.  Continue movement 
with head.  Pay attention.  Feel whatever touches floor.  Stay on right side.  Open lips and say 
“aaah,” open legs and roll to other side, “aaah.”  Open mouth wider.  One knee opening to floor 
rolls you to that side.  

REST  on back.  Move head R & L.  Is it lighter?  Do you feel more in the center?  Observe breath.  
Inhale and expand chest.  Exhale, let chest go down as much as possible without forcing.  Inhale 
through nose.  Exhale through slightly open mouth with ease.  Feel which parts are moving as 
you exhale.  Can you feel sternum, clavicle?  Just follow the breath.  Don’t try to increase.  Feel 
moment of exhalation. 

RETEST  drawing the line from hip to knees and toes. 

OPTIONAL    beautiful moving music. 
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